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SUMMARY

While great progress has beenmade, only 10%of the
nearly 1,000 integral, a-helical, multi-span mem-
brane protein families are represented by at least
one experimentally determined structure in the
PDB. Previously, we developed the algorithm
BCL::MP-Fold, which samples the large conforma-
tional space of membrane proteins de novo by
assembling predicted secondary structure elements
guided by knowledge-based potentials. Here, we
present a case study of rhodopsin fold determination
by integrating sparse and/or low-resolution re-
straints from multiple experimental techniques
including electron microscopy, electron paramag-
netic resonance spectroscopy, and nuclear mag-
netic resonance spectroscopy. Simultaneous incor-
poration of orthogonal experimental restraints not
only significantly improved the sampling accuracy
but also allowed identification of the correct fold,
which is demonstrated by a protein size-normalized
transmembrane root-mean-square deviation as low
as 1.2 Å. The protocol developed in this case study
can be used for the determination of unknown mem-
brane protein folds when limited experimental re-
straints are available.

INTRODUCTION

Integral Membrane Proteins Remain a Formidable
Challenge for Structure Determination Methods
a-Helical integral membrane proteins (IMPs) are important

players in many cellular functions; specifically, they orchestrate

the communication between the cell and external stimuli by

transferring signals and chemicals across the plasma mem-

brane. Roughly 20%–35% of a genome’s proteins are IMPs

and yet only around 2%–3% of the experimentally determined

structures in the PDB are IMPs (Bill et al., 2011). Around 80%

of all protein structures currently deposited in the PDB (Berman

et al., 2002) have been determined by X-ray crystallography. The

particular challenge for IMP crystallization arises as crystals are

inherently three-dimensional while IMPs naturally assemble into

membranes that extend in two dimensions. It remains difficult to
provide realistic membrane mimics in the context of a stable

three-dimensional crystal, although impressive progress has

beenmade using lipidic cubic phases (Sanders and Sonnichsen,

2006; Wiener, 2004; Loll, 2003; White, 2004; Landau and Rose-

nbusch, 1996). Even if membrane protein (MP) structure determi-

nation through crystallization is feasible, biological relevance of

the resulting models needs to be verified using orthogonal

experimental techniques to exclude artifacts introduced by

crystallization aids such as thermostabilizing mutations, helper

proteins integrated intoMP loop regions, or the non-nativemem-

brane mimic.

Experimentally Determined Structures of IMPs Cover a
Small Variety of Folds
Interestingly, IMPs in the PDB cluster into only about 100 distinct

IMP folds with more than one transmembrane helix (TMH). This

number is small comparedwith the fold space of soluble proteins

and small with respect to the number of IMP sequence families

(read below). Multiple factors could contribute to this finding:

the fold space of IMPs might be smaller than the fold space for

soluble proteins, as structure might be better conserved than

sequence in IMPs with IMPs of very low sequence identity

adopting the same fold (Grant et al., 2004). This seems to be

the case for G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) or in the

LeuT transporter family. In addition, it is possible that once the

experimental procedures have been refined to crystallize one

particular class of IMPs, many members of the same fold family

are experimentally studied rather than discovering new folds

(Stevens et al., 2013), resulting in a non-representative fold rep-

resentation in the PDB.

A Vast Sequence Space for IMPs Remains to be
Represented with Experimentally Determined
Structures
Oberai et al. (2006) have estimated that between 700 and 1,700

families of IMPs would cover 90% of the IMP sequence space.

By the end of 2011, structural genomic efforts have increased

structural coverage of IMPs to �28%. It was estimated that

without significant structural genomic investment it would take

up to 25 years to achieve a structural coverage of 50% of

IMPs (Khafizov et al., 2014). Accelerating fold determination for

particularly important IMPs would therefore be of great rele-

vance to biology. It is estimated that 3,305 human MPs exist in

the Homo sapiens proteome (UniProt), with 90% of the se-

quences mapping to Pfam families. In particular, of all the

Pfam-mapped human IMPs, only 10% (around 50) have an
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experimentally determined structural representative that is a hu-

man protein or a sequence-related non-human protein (Klopp-

mann et al., 2012). It was calculated that with the best theoretical

prediction, an additional 100 protein families need to be structur-

ally characterized to cover the human a-helical IMP proteome to

58% of all sequences (Pieper et al., 2013).

Current Experimental and Computational Methods to
Determine IMP Structures Suffer from Limitations
The large theoretical fold space is contrasted by experimental

datasets that, if available at all, are often limited by crystals

that fail to diffract to high resolution (X-ray crystallography), me-

dium resolution of electron microscopy (EM) density maps, or

the limited number of structural restraints from complementary

experimental techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR), site-directed spin labeling-electron paramagnetic reso-

nance (SDSL-EPR) spectroscopy, or crosslinking coupled with

mass spectrometry (XLMS). These experimental datasets are

limited in a sense that they provide insufficient information to

determine a structure at atomic detail. Ideally, computational

methods could be used to fill these information gaps (Lindert

et al., 2012; Alexander et al., 2014; Barth et al., 2009). However,

de novo prediction of an IMP’s fold from its primary sequence re-

mains a challenging problem (Koehler Leman et al., 2015). The

vast size of the theoretical fold space makes exhaustive sam-

pling of an IMP’s potential conformations prohibitive. In addition,

necessary simplification when approximating a conformation’s

free energy frequently results in problems distinguishing accu-

rate from inaccurate models.

BCL::MP-Fold and Rosetta Predict Membrane Protein
Structural Ensembles Using Experimental Data
BCL::MP-Fold (Weiner et al., 2013) was developed for de novo

protein structure prediction. We demonstrated in previous

studies that BCL::MP-Fold is able to efficiently sample the fold

of large IMPs (Dimaio et al., 2009). To achieve sufficient coverage

of the fold space, the algorithm simplifies the sampling by

assembling predicted secondary structure elements (SSEs) in

a virtual membrane using a Monte Carlo Metropolis algorithm,

while the loops connecting the SSEs are modeled implicitly (Kar-

akas et al., 2012). After eachMonte Carlo step, the free energy of

the intermediatemodel is approximated using knowledge-based

scoring functions specifically developed for IMPs (Weiner et al.,

2013). Incorporation of limited experimental data can compen-

sate for the simplified representation of IMPs during sampling

and energy evaluation. Incorporation of individual experimental

data has been established and benchmarked for EM (Lindert

et al., 2009, 2012), NMR (Weiner et al., 2014), EPR (Fischer

et al., 2015), and XLMS (Hofmann et al., 2015). The BCL::MP-

Fold algorithm outputs a simplified fold consisting of SSEs that

exhibit only limited deviations from idealized dihedral angles.

These models are then input for further optimization to atomic

detail using the Rosetta modeling suite (Yarov-Yarovoy et al.,

2006; Mandell et al., 2009; Leaver-Fay et al., 2011). Similar to

BCL::MP-Fold, incorporation of individual experimental re-

straints into Rosetta been successful for EM (Dimaio et al.,

2009), NMR (Bowers et al., 2000; Schmitz et al., 2012) and

EPR (Alexander et al., 2008) data. The membrane environment

was simulated implicitly during the structural refinement.
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Considering the theoretical fold space for IMPs, we estimate

that billions of folds are possible, a number increasing sharply

with an increasing number of transmembrane spans. The num-

ber of IMP sequences is large as well, although most IMP fam-

ilies have relatively few transmembrane spans. We hypothesize

that simultaneous integration of experimental data from multiple

sources can allow for accurate prediction of IMP structures at

atomic detail. Here we test this hypothesis by using BCL and

Rosetta to incorporate a combination of EM, EPR, and NMR

data to predict the fold of rhodopsin. The proposed computation

structure prediction pipeline is not limited to the prediction of

new folds. BCL::MP-Fold and Rosetta were developed to allow

simulations from a given starting structure and leverage sparse

experimental data to derive a model for alternative states.

RESULTS

This section is divided into subsections discussing the fold

space and sequence space for IMPs, followed by the results

of the rhodopsin fold prediction experiment. Results from

BCL::MP-Fold and Rosetta refinement are divided into subsec-

tions describing in detail the sampling accuracy, fold discrimina-

tion, and effects of combining hybrid experimental data on

protein fold prediction.

Estimation of the Fold Space for a-Helical IMPs from
Theoretical Arrangements of TMHs
To estimate a lower boundary for the theoretical size of the IMP

fold space, we first simplify the problem by considering only heli-

ces that actually span the membrane. We further assume that

these helices are perfectly parallel and arranged on a hexagonal

grid to maximize packing density. Under these assumptions we

cancompute the number of TMHarrangements,which is the gen-

eral relative placement of transmembrane spans. From the num-

ber of arrangements, we can infer the number of folds, which

are the distinct, compact units of protein structure that differ in

specific topological order of transmembrane spans including

the order of the TMH insertion and extra-/intracellular location of

the N terminus. Thus, the number of unique folds for a theoretical

protein with X number of TMHs will be the number of its possible

arrangements with all possible helices insertions in a particular

arrangement times 2 from whether its N-terminal being inside/

outside divided by the symmetry operators under a particular

arrangement (Figure 1A). An example of a five-TMH protein’s

fold defined by our criteria is demonstrated here (Figure 1B). For

proteins with less than five TMHs, there is only one unique

arrangement but up to 120 unique folds. As one might expect,

the number of TMH arrangements and folds increases exponen-

tially with the number of transmembrane spans (Figures 1C and

1D).Forexample,an IMPwithnineTMHscanadoptabout1million

distinct folds. Consequently, exhaustive sampling of all possible

folds is prohibitive for larger IMPs even if one considers that

some folds might be forbidden because loops might be too short

to connect transmembrane spans distant in the fold. Next we look

at the sequence space for the number of IMP families that exist.

Sequence Space for a-Helical MPs
An analysis of protein sequence families documented by Pfam

(pfam27.0) and crosschecked by UniProt annotation (Figure 2A)



Figure 1. The Theoretical Fold Space

for IMPs

The theoretical fold space of a-helical MPs is

computed through the arrangement of helices (A)

and the topological insertion of TMHs (B). The

theoretical fold (C) and arrangement (D) numbers

scale with the number of TMHs. The computed

hexagonal grid and the TMHs are represented as

circles from a top view (A): systems with more than

three TMHs start to have more than one arrange-

ment. The non-redundant arrangement and fold is

computed for each number of TMH. An example

fold of a five-TMH IMP is illustrated in the rainbow

diagram (B). The number of folds (C) and TMH

arrangements (D) computed for different numbers

of TMHs is plotted on a logarithmic scale.
revealed 895 IMP families consisting of a-helical TMHs. For 108

of these IMP families, at least one structure has been determined

experimentally based on a cross-check with the MPtopo data-

base. Since the complexity of IMP folds grows exponentially

with an increasing number of TMHs, we collected TMH statistics

over the 895 families from sequence space. The family counts

were plotted against the TMH number: more than 70% of the

IMP families have fewer than 7 TMHs, while few have more

than 12 TMHs.

The IMPsequencespace is large,althoughmostof the IMP fam-

ilies fall in the lower complexity regions of the fold space, i.e., the

simplified fold space is limited to 105. Computational structure

prediction methods such as BCL::MP-Fold are suitable for sam-

pling such fold spaces, although distinguishing accurate from

inaccurate folds would remain an obstacle for de novo methods

without assistance from experimental data (Karakas et al., 2012).

BCL::MP-Fold Assembly of TMHs Using Hybrid
Experimental Data
BCL::MP-Fold was used to simultaneously incorporate experi-

mental data from multiple sources such as EM density maps,
EPR distance restraints from double elec-

tron-electron resonance (DEER) experi-

ments, nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE)

distance restraints from NMR experi-

ments, and chemical-shift information

during structure prediction. In the

following subsections, we present our re-

sults for a-helical IMP fold prediction from

hybrid experimental data for rhodopsin.

In addition to pure de novo structure

prediction, predictions were performed

from limited experimental data using a

single dataset (NMR, EPR, or EM),

integrating two datasets (NMR_EPR,

EM_NMR, or EM_EPR—double-hybrid)

or integrating all three experimental data-

sets (EM_EPR_NMR—triple-hybrid). Pre-

dicted structural models were evaluated

by computing the root-mean-square de-

viation value RMSD100 (Carugo and Pon-

gor, 2001) of the sampled models relative
to the experimentally determined structure and their respective

energy scores in the BCL. Note that the RMSD100 calculation

was performed over aligned regions of the structure: since

BCL::MP-Fold assembles only the TMHs in the three-dimen-

sional space, the RMSD100 values presented here only relate

to the TMHs of the IMP.

In each case, BCL::MP-Fold was able to sample the native-like

fold (Table 1). However, although the de novo sampled struc-

tures were structurally similar to the experimentally determined

structure (RMSD100 = 4.5 Å) (PDB: 1GZM; Li et al., 2004), the

scoring function lacked the discriminative power to identify the

most accurate models. The models with the most favorable

score often exhibited large structural deviations from the exper-

imentally determined structure. Incorporation of experimental

restraints improved the sampling accuracy and discriminative

power of the scoring function. Prediction using a single set of

experimental data (Table 1; Figures 3A and 3C) improved sam-

pling and scoring slightly. Notably, NMR data improved model

discrimination and sampling density around the experimentally

determined structure (Figure S1B), where the best scoring

models achieved an RMSD100 of 5.1 Å. EM data helped in
Structure 26, 657–666, April 3, 2018 659



Figure 2. The Sequence Space for IMPs

A survey of the protein sequence database was performed to map the unique

MP families separated by sequence homology (A). Taking statistics about the

average TMH numbers of each IMP family and counting the occurrences of

families with average TMH numbers, a histogram (B) of families with different

number of TMHs was constructed.
positioning the TMHs in the EM density rods, resulting in more

accurate sampling of the native fold (RMSD100 = 2.9 Å). However,

the medium-resolution density map, combined with our simpli-

fied energy evaluation, was unable to unambiguously identify

the most accurate models by score. EPR data suffered from

the limited number of restraints leading to a moderate 1-Å

improvement in sampling accuracy (RMSD100 = 3.5 Å). Again,

the scoring function was unable to identify these improved

models. Both, NMR- and EM-assisted models included low

RMSD100 folds in the top scoring models and were further

refined in next stage under the assumption that an all-atom rep-

resentation of the protein structure combinedwith higher-resolu-

tion energy evaluation would allow to identify and refine themost

accurate models.

Before we proceeded to the refinement step, we combined

two or three experimental datasets to test whether integrating

data from multiple sources improved sampling accuracy and/or

discriminative power. Substantial improvements were observed

over de novo prediction or the single experimental data predic-
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tion. The NMR_EPR, EM_NMR sets improved sampling density

near the native-like folds to below 3 Å RMSD100 (Table 1 and Fig-

ure 3B). The best models ranked by score are among the 5%

most accurate models. EM_EPR prediction also improved the

RMSD100 of the most accurate folds sampled to 1.9 Å but had

an accurate model ranked only second by score (RMSD100 =

2.2 Å). The improvement in sampling density was less compared

with tests that included NMR restraints (Figure 3B), possibly due

to the limited distance information in experimental data and

alternative folds fulfilling the 27 EPR distance restraints.

Unsurprisingly, the EM_EPR_NMR set performed best. The

most accurate model had an RMSD100 of 1.4 Å and an average

RMSD100 of 2.9 Å among the top 5% sampled folds. The sam-

pling density was also significantly larger as seen in the peak

centered near 2 Å in Figures 3B and 3D. Models ranked by score

in EM_EPR_NMR also had the best agreement with the crystal

structure, which is demonstrated by an RMSD100 of 2.5 Å and

an average RMSD100 of 3.9 Å among the top 5%scoringmodels.

The top scoring models using two or three datasets were further

processed for all-atom refinement.

Loop Modeling and Structural Refinement Using Hybrid
Experimental Data
The BCL::MP-Fold models consist of simplified helices with only

limited deviations from idealized dihedral angles. The models do

not contain loops and side-chain components. The top scoring

models sampled in the BCL::MP-Fold stage using EM, NMR,

EM_NMR, EM_EPR, NMR_EPR, and EM_NMR_EPR datasets

were refined in Rosetta using their corresponding restraint

sets. In each case, except EM and EM_EPR, the top scoring

BCLmodels used as inputs in this stage, were within reasonable

accuracy to the experimentally determined 1GZM structure. The

single restraint set (EM and NMR) was successful in refinement

and finding native-like models among the best scoring models.

However, using two or three experimental datasets added

additional layers of accuracy in refinement (Figures 4A and 4B;

Table 1).

The energy landscape of the rhodopsin fold, visualized by

plotting the RMSD100 of each model with its respective Rosetta

energy score, shows that native-like models are strongly

favored by the inclusion of experimental data during the

refinement stage (Figures 4A and 4B). The use of hybrid exper-

imental data improved the prediction accuracy in the core of

the protein. The RMSD100_TM, which quantifies the RMSD100

of the transmembrane region, for the top 5% sampled models

using hybrid restraint data improved by at least 1 Å over that

of the top 5% sampled models using single restraint (Table 1,

RMSD100_TM).

With EM data alone, which are not able to generate an unam-

biguous answer to the correct fold using the low-resolution

scoring functions in BCL::MP-Fold, the Rosetta refinement suc-

cessfully sampled the core of the protein with a high accuracy of

3 Å RMSD100_TM. Although input models contained models with

incorrect folds that extend to an RMSD100_TM above 8 Å, the

native-like folds were strongly favored by the EM density scoring

function. EM_EPR and EM_NMR both showed improvements

when EM data were incorporated.

Overall, whereas the inclusion of the EM density map resulted

in an improvement of the total RMSD100 of the best scoring



Table 1. Structure Prediction Results from Hybrid Experimental Data

Restraints BCL

RMSD100 Score

Best Top 5% Best Top 5%

No restraints 4.5 5.4 9.4 9.2

NNMR 3.1 3.8 5.1 6.1

EEPR 3.5 4.5 8.5 7.5

EEM 2.9 4.8 8.3 8.1

NNMR EEPR 2.7 3.7 3.6 4.0

NNMR EEM 3.0 4.0 4.0 5.5

EEPR EEM 1.9 4.1 8.4 7.4

NNMR EEPR EEM 1.4 2.9 2.5 3.9

Restraints Rosetta

RMSD100 RMSD100_TM Score

Score

(RMSD100_TM)

Best Top 5% Best Top 5% Best Top 5% Best Top 5%

NMR 4.0 4.4 1.7 3.0 5.3 6.4 2.1 1.8

EM 4.0 4.2 3.0 3.0 5.4 4.9 4.6 3.7

NMR EPR 3.9 4.1 1.5 1.8 8.2 5.8 1.5 1.6

EPR EM 3.3 3.7 1.9 2.1 4.4 4.2 2.0 2.1

NMR EM 3.3 3.5 1.6 1.3 3.8 4.1 1.1 1.1

NMR EPR EM 2.9 3.0 1.3 1.2 3.8 3.6 1.2 1.1

The RMSD100 metric is used to quantify model quality. RMSD100: RMSD100 of models ranked by RMSD100 to native model; Score: RMSD100 of models

ranked by either BCL score or Rosetta score; Top 5%: averaged RMSD100 over top 5% models ranked by the respective metric. RMSD100_TM:

RMSD100 value calculated from TMH regions of themodels ranked by total RMSD100. Score (TM_RMSD): RMSD100 value calculated from TMH regions

of the models ranked by Rosetta score.
model to below 6 Å, distance type restraints (NMR, NMR_EPR)

were unable to refine the best scoring models to below 6 Å

(Figure 4A and Table 1). The EM data restrain loop conforma-

tions to the boundary of the density map. NMR information

could improve modeling the correct contacts between the

TMHs, as seen in the improvement in RMSD100_TM to below

2 Å in the best scoring models. To our surprise, the models

that were refined using NMRdata also had less favorable scores.

To break down the cause of the worse scores, we performed re-

scoring using only the built-in Rosetta scoring function to inves-

tigate the behavior of the membrane scoring function (see

Discussion).

Refinement using EM_NMR_EPR resulted in the most accu-

rate models (RMSD100 = 2.9 Å). The total RMSD100 approached

a limit of 4 Å while the RMSD100 of the core helical transmem-

brane region was close to 1 Å. In our prediction pipeline, the

retinal molecule is not modeled. Accurate modeling of the extra-

cellular loop 2 (ECL2) that interacts with the retinal molecule and

the 30-amino-acids long N terminus remains challenging using

the Rosetta loop modeling algorithm.

The refinement protocol using hybrid experimental data

could recapitulate backbone conformation features observed

in the crystal structures such as kinks in TMHs. For example,

the best scoring model from the EM_NMR_EPR dataset

reproduced the backbone contacts and loop conformation

similar to the native structure (Figure 4C). Even when input

models were idealized helices, the kinks in helices 6 and 7

could be observed after the refinement. The side-chain con-

formers from the model could be modeled to high accuracy

(Figure 4D).
DISCUSSION

The Fold and Sequence Space of a-Helical MPs Is Vast,
but Computational Modeling Provides Promising
Results
Structural representatives remain to be determined for about 700

more IMP families to allow for comprehensive comparative

modeling of all IMPs. At an average rate of six new folds per

year (average over the last 5 years), experimentally determining

the remaining IMP folds would take approximately 110 years.

Our survey also showed that a large number of IMP families

have a relatively low theoretical fold complexity. The fold space

of these IMPs can be comprehensively searchedwith the current

computational algorithms. Therefore, integrating limited experi-

mental data into these computational algorithms should

accelerate fold determination for such IMP families. For larger

proteins, such as 7-TM rhodopsin, which has a theoretical fold

space of around 100,000 representations, additional restraints

will be required to achieve high prediction accuracy.

In this survey, we also found that within a single IMP family

there are members containing different numbers of predicted

TMHs, further increasing complexity for accurate homology

modeling, which requires a template structure that contains

most of the structural elements. Modeling such IMPs would

require a combination of template-based modeling methods

and de novo structure prediction in order to sample the addi-

tional fold space.

Recent developments in co-evolution contact prediction offer

alternative information for IMP structure determination (Tang

et al., 2015; Marks et al., 2011; Kamisetty et al., 2013; Morcos
Structure 26, 657–666, April 3, 2018 661



Figure 3. Prediction Accuracy of Low-Resolution SSE Assembly Using Hybrid Experimental Data

Density distributions of structure prediction accuracies using single experimental dataset (A and C) and hybrid experimental dataset (B and D). The fraction

of models versus the predicted models’ RMSD100 to the native crystal structure is shown. (A) A comparison is drawn between the sampling density for native-

like models using de novo structure prediction (orange), EM (light green), EPR (blue), and NMR (purple). (C) Cumulative fraction of models that falls within 8 Å

RMSD; the y axis is cut off at 0.1. (B) A comparison is drawn between the sampling density for native-like models using de novo structure prediction (orange),

NMR_EPR (light green), EM_EPR (green), EM_NMR (blue), and EM_EPR_NMR (purple). (D) Cumulative fraction of models that falls within 8 Å RMSD; the y axis is

cut off at 0.1.
et al., 2011). With large enough sequence databases, residue-

residue contacts can be inferred from residues that co-evolve.

Such restraints have been used to improve structure prediction

accuracy for IMPs by restricting the sampling space in Rosetta

(Ovchinnikov et al., 2015). Combining sparse experimental re-

straints from NMR with evolutionary constraints allows for accu-

rate prediction of soluble protein structure in many cases (Tang

et al., 2015). Evolutionary coupling-NMR, developed by Tang

et al., incorporates evolutionary contacts during and after the

NMR data interpretation and NOE assignment. In a more recent

publication by Ovchinnikov et al. (2017), 206 unknown IMP folds

were predicted using integrated metagenome data and co-
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evolutionary analysis. The sizes of the proteins involved in this

study are below 300 amino acids.With the expansion of genomic

databases coupled with computational prediction algorithms,

evolutionary constraints provide viable orthogonal structural in-

formation to guide protein structure prediction.

Available Experimental Data for Rhodopsin Are
Suboptimal for IMP Structure Determination
Although the use of actual experimental data would be preferred

in demonstrating our algorithm’s capability in application, this

proved difficult in the present case: the DEER restraints pub-

lished by Hubbell et al. (Altenbach et al., 2008). are centered



Figure 4. Prediction Accuracy of Rosetta

RefinementUsingHybrid Experimental Data

The scatterplot for model quality in terms of

sampling and scoring of rhodopsin models to

atomic detail using Rosetta modeling suite and

representative predicted models of low energy.

The resulting models are plotted with their

respective Rosetta score against their RMSD

relative to the experimentally determined 1GZM

structure (A), or TMH RMSD to the TMH region of

1GZM (B). The scatterplot is color coded with the

respective dataset used for the refinement: NMR

(green), EM (red), NMR_EPR (yellow), EM_EPR

(blue), EM_NMR (black), and EM_EPR_NMR

(orange). The best scoring model from EM_

EPR_NMR experiment is depicted in rainbow

diagram, with the experimental structure show in

gray (C). The side-chain rotational conformer of

the predicted structure matched the experimental

structure with high accuracy (D).
on the intracellular side of rhodopsin to monitor the conforma-

tional changes upon receptor activation. The amino acid pairs

for labeling were selected for that purpose alone and are not

suited to determine the fold. In our previous studies using a

single restraint type, incorporating these 16 restraints resulted

in an RMSD100 improvement from 5 Å to 4.5 Å (Fischer et al.,

2015). In our study using simulated DEER restraints, the

RMSD100 of the most accurate model arrived at 3.5 Å. The addi-

tional improvement by 1 Å is a direct result of selecting restraints

that restrict the overall fold of the protein. There is a complete

NMR dataset available for sensory rhodopsin from bacteria

(Gautier and Nietlispach, 2012); however, the NMR restraints

for bovine rhodopsin are sparse and affiliated with a higher un-

certainty due to experimental limitations. In the experimental pa-

per where the bovine rhodopsin NMR structure was described,

only secondary structure restraints stem from NMR. In addition,

17 long-range constraints from EPR experiments and 58 inter-

helical constraints from low-resolution electron diffraction

experiments are used (PDB: 1JFP) (Yeagle et al., 2001). The

experimental procedure was also based on resolving overlap-

ping peptide constructs of bovine rhodopsin solubilized in

DMSO, which is not expected to stabilize a biologically relevant

conformation of an MP. As a result, the limited availability of

actual NMR-derived distance data prompted us to use simulated

NMR restraints. For our simulated NMR distances, the lower

bound of distances is 0 Å and the upper bound of the distances

is below 6 Å.
Experimental Data Overcome the
Limitations of Simplified
Representation of IMPs during
De Novo Structure Prediction
Due to the simplified representation of

IMPs in the BCL and in Rosetta, the depth

of the native energy minimum is reduced.

As a consequence, energy differences

between the native-like folds and non-

native-like folds are small and unambigu-

ous identification of the correct native
fold becomes often difficult or impossible. Furthermore, by virtue

of their respective sampling algorithms, not all IMP conforma-

tions are easily accessible or accessible at all. Therefore, the

optimal native conformation might be missed as the algorithm

fails to sample it.

In the Rosetta stage, we observed that models predicted from

EM and EM_EPR datasets hadmore favorable scores compared

with models predicted from NMR data. To confirm that such dis-

crepancies were not caused by the experimental data, we re-

evaluated the models using the original Rosetta membrane

scores. Notably, the Rosetta score of the crystal structures

was substantially lower than the Rosetta score of the computa-

tional models (Figure S2), suggesting that the Rosetta energy

function can correctly distinguish non-native states from native

states. Since the overall RMSDs of the computational models

are above 3 Å, the energy gap could be explained by inaccurate

loop conformations that arise from insufficient sampling of the

long N-terminal loop and ECL2. An energy gap is observed be-

tween models predicted from EM, EM_EPR, and other datasets

in which NMR data were included. Analysis of the individual

score components showed that EM and EM_EPR models,

although exhibiting a larger deviation in the core of the protein,

have fewer unfavorable energy contributions from fa_rep

(Lennard-Jones repulsive energy between atoms in different res-

idues [Rohl et al., 2004; Leaver-Fay et al., 2013]) and fa_dun

(Internal energy of side-chain rotamers as derived from Dun-

brack’s statistics [Shapovalov and Dunbrack, 2011]). At the
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same time, models predicted from triple-hybrid experimental

data exhibited lower Rosetta scores compared with that of

EM_NMR, NMR_EPR, and NMR. The experimental data lever-

aged in the prediction constrained the model to sample confor-

mations in a fold space close to the experimentally determined

structural model and was able to correct the deviations in the

scoring function used by Rosetta. The reason for such observa-

tions is perhaps the richness in the side-chain contact informa-

tion provided by NMR distance data, which forces side-chain

contacts that are otherwise hard to sample due to the simplified

representation of the IMPs.

Structure Determination from Limited Experimental
Data Will Be Important to Determine Alternative
Conformational States of Integral Membrane Proteins
Many IMPs function through shifting ensembles of numerous

conformations. Structural models of IMPs could be obtained

through X-ray crystallography: in many cases, disruptive exper-

imental technologies are used to stabilize and alter the energy

landscape of the native IMP via thermostabilizing mutations,

chimeric protein engineering, or the non-native-like membrane

mimics. Biophysical methods observe ensembles of molecules

in their native-like dynamic equilibrium to complement or correct

observations in crystal structures.

The best examples are perhaps GPCRs. GPCRs exist in a

dynamic conformational equilibrium of basal, activated, inacti-

vated, G-protein coupling, and arrestin binding states as demon-

strated by many recent biophysical studies (Manglik et al., 2015;

Kaiser et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2013; Dror et al., 2015; Shukla et al.,

2014; Manglik and Kobilka, 2014; Alexander et al., 2014;

Nygaard et al., 2013; Altenbach et al., 2008; El Moustaine

et al., 2012; Xue et al., 2015). Solution NMR experiments using
19F probes conjugated to specific amino acids (Kim et al.,

2013) and 13C methionine side-chain labels (Nygaard et al.,

2013) capture b2-adrenergic receptor in distinct population of

structural states aside from observed crystal structures. The shift

of the conformational equilibrium of GPCRs during signal trans-

duction is accompanied by major structural changes, as re-

vealed by SDSL-EPR in b2-adrenergic receptor (Manglik et al.,

2015) and rhodopsin (Altenbach et al., 2008; Alexander et al.,

2014). The architecture of the molecular assembly of GPCR

and heterotrimeric G protein and arrestin in a dynamic state

could also be visualized using XLMS and EM (Shukla et al.,

2014). While the homodimeric metabotropic glutamate recep-

tor 1 (mGluR1) is crystallized in an inactive state dimer (Wu

et al., 2014), a later study using fluorescence resonance transfer

and crosslinking displayed a deviating dimer interface in the

biological sample. Conformational rearrangement in an oligo-

merized state has also been observed, whereby the activated

receptor dimers undergo conformational change in individual

subunits as well as the dimer interface (El Moustaine et al.,

2012; Xue et al., 2015). Molecular dynamics simulations and

Monte Carlo simulations utilizing these experimental data were

also successful in generating structural models that match the

observed conformational states (Shukla et al., 2014; Alexander

et al., 2014; Nygaard et al., 2013).

Transporters also exist in multiple conformations with respect

to their transport cycle. The small multidrug resistance trans-

porter EmrE utilizes the proton gradient to export cytotoxic mol-
664 Structure 26, 657–666, April 3, 2018
ecules against their chemical gradient out of the cell and protect

the bacteria. Whereas the crystal structure is limited to its sub-

strate-bound state (Chen et al., 2007), the transport cycle needs

to adopt the intermediate proton-bound state to complete a cy-

cle. A systematic SDSL-EPRstudyonEmrEhas revealed rotation

and tilting of TMHs 1–3 in response to the change of the proton-

ation state (Dastvan et al., 2016), which in turn results in the

change of substrate entry and binding site. The distance distribu-

tion from the SDSL-EPR study, combined with computational

modeling,was successful in producing an intermediate structural

ensemble that fills the knowledge gap of the crystal structures.

NMR, EPR, and cryoelectron microscopy data, albeit samples

are at high temperature or flash-frozen, are expected to reflect

native-like conditions when different conformations of the pro-

tein exist in equilibrium. SDSL-EPR spectroscopy can observe

such ensemble states as a probability distribution of a distance

within an ensemble is observed. NMR spectroscopy can

observe ensemble averages of conformations or distinct confor-

mational states depending on the timescale of motion in the ex-

change process. With improvements in direct electron detection

and image averaging, EM can also distinguish diverse conforma-

tional states in the sample (Zhou et al., 2015).

BCL::MP-Fold and Rosetta algorithms can also be used to

optimize a given starting structure. Thus, from any given starting

structural model or crystal structure we can derive amodel for an

alternative state of anMP by fitting it to sparse experimental data

observed for this state (Dastvan et al., 2016). By combining

experimental data from different sources and excluding the likely

outlier populations due to artifacts in the disruptive experimental

methods, one can model the entire conformational ensemble of

the IMP. Such ensemble models along with the statistical infer-

ence could be used to provide further molecular mechanistic

insight into protein function, and possibly guide small-molecule

modulator development against intermediate states.

Conclusion
The existing abundance of sequence data of IMPs are expected

to challenge the limit of experimental structural determination

pipelines in the near future. Hybrid approaches combining

experimental and computational techniques could accelerate

determination of protein structures and refine existing knowl-

edge of protein structural functions. We demonstrated that using

a combination of computational structure prediction methods

and sparse experimental data enables accurate fold determina-

tion for large IMPs to atomic detail. Although combining orthog-

onal experimental data improved the prediction accuracy, future

applications should always consider the source of the experi-

mental data on whether they can be used complementarily,

since not all combinations yield results of comparable quality.

Future development of the proposed structural prediction pipe-

line will be focused on the prediction of structural ensembles.
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BioChemical Library This Paper http://meilerlab.org/index.php/bclcommons/show/b_apps_id/1

Rosetta Modeling Suite Leaver-Fay et al., 2011 https://www.rosettacommons.org/

SPOCTOPUS Viklund et al., 2008 http://octopus.cbr.su.se/index.php

SPARTA+ Shen and Bax, 2010 https://spin.niddk.nih.gov/bax/software/SPARTA+/

Pymol Schrödinger, 2015 https://pymol.org/
CONTACT FOR REAGENTS AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and request for computational resources may be directed to, and will be fulfilled by the Lead Author, Dr. Jens

Meiler (jens.meiler@vanderbilt.edu).

METHOD DETAILS

Enumerating the Theoretical a-helical Integral Membrane Protein Fold Space
The theoretical calculation was done using Mathematica (Wolfram). We simplified the TMH fold space by defining the position of

a-helices on a two-dimensional grid, where the arrangements for a given number of TMHs was plotted. For each unique TMH

arrangement, we inserted the TMHs into the arrangement to generate all possible folds. A particular fold was accepted when

each TMH had two direct contacts with other TMHs and every TMH was connected in a single fold. When internal symmetry was

detected for an arrangement of TMHs, the number of folds was divided by the symmetry operator. Assuming each TMH in the neigh-

boring sequence adopts anti-parallel insertion in membrane, to account for topology of N-terminal facing extracellular or intracellular

environment, wemultiplied the number of folds by two. For each number of TMHs, the number of possible arrangements of TMHs and

the number of possible folds were computed.

Enumerating the Sequence Space of a-helical Integral Membrane Protein
The database search for all a-helical IMPs was performed using UniProt and pfam (Figure 2A). We used the UniProt server to retrieve

the sequence information of a-helical IMPs by searching for the annotated keyword ‘Transmembrane helix’. The TMH annotation and

the pfam family id associated with each Uniprot entry was downloaded as a tab delimited table. Around 75 thousand entries were

pulled and entries containing less than three TMHs were filtered out. The unique pfam families and their number of TMHs were

then compiled by clustering all UniProt entries based on their pfam id. We also directly used the pfam server to download all

2100 families that were annotated as IMPs. The sequences in each pfam family were then subjected to transmembrane span pre-

diction using SPOCTOPUS(Viklund et al., 2008) until multiple sequences were predicted to havemore than two TMHs. The IMP family

list mined from the twomethods were then combined and cleaned for duplicates andmanually inspected. The XML representation of

the MPtopo database (Jayasinghe et al., 2001) was downloaded to search for IMP families with a known structural fold.

Integral Membrane Protein Structure Prediction Using Combined Experimental Restraints and BCL::MP-fold
All detailed computational protocol and command documentations should be referred to Supplemental Text. The test dataset of

bovine rhodopsin (PDB entry 1GZM) (Li et al., 2004) was downloaded from the PDB and considered the ‘native’ structure. An exper-

imentally determined electron density map for rhodopsin (Ruprecht et al., 2004) at 5.5 Å resolution was used for the EM data. At this

resolution, TMH density could be distinguished but the connectivities between density rods could not be observed directly. The NMR

data was simulated in the form of backbone chemical shift (CS) using SPARTA+ (Shen and Bax, 2010), and ten sets of randomly

selected sparse side chain Nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE)-derived distances at a 1 restraint per residue level (a total of 326 dis-

tances) using BCL with simulated uncertainties dereived from the NMR knowledge-based potential (Weiner et al., 2014). Ten sets

of distance data from EPR double electron-electron resonance (DEER) spectroscopy was simulated with a distance uncertainty

model (Alexander et al., 2008). Each set consisted of at least 3 restraints per TMH (a total of 27 distances). A sample restraint file

containing simulated NOE and DEER distances was included in Tables S1 and S2.

The protocol was based on the protein structure prediction protocols of BCL::MP-Fold (Weiner et al., 2013) and BCL::EM-Fold

(Lindert et al., 2012). The SSEs were first predicted from the primary structure of Rhodopsin using the consensus of two secondary
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structure prediction methods, JUFO9D (Koehler et al., 2009) and SPOCTOPUS (Viklund et al., 2008). When limited NMR data was

included, the backbone CS was used to generate SSEs definitions from the primary structure. The SSEs were then assembled in

a multi-stage approach and intermediate and final models were evaluated using a membrane-specific knowledge-based potential

and theMetropolis criterion. During the assembly process, the protein model was randomly perturbed by one of over 100 MCmoves

belonging to one of six categories: (1) adding SSEs, (2) removing SSEs, (3) swapping SSEs, (4) single SSEmoves, (5) SSE-pair moves,

and (6) moving domains. The energy function contained terms for evaluating amino acid pairwise distances, amino acid environment,

loop closure, radius of gyration, contact order, secondary structure prediction agreement, environment prediction agreement, TM

topology, and steric interferences. A static membrane object was utilized in conjunction with the environment-specific potentials.

If experimental data were used, the scoring function was extended by the appropriate scoring terms to account for density rod agree-

ment with experimental densitymap in the case of EM (Lindert et al., 2012), and a knowledge-based distance agreement evaluation in

the case of EPR (Alexander et al., 2008) and NMR (Weiner et al., 2014). The scores were linearly combined to a sum score with

weighted score components.

1000 models were sampled in each prediction experiment with hybrid data. The models were evaluated through the RMSD100

(Carugo and Pongor, 2001) metric: RMSD100 =
RMSD

1+ ln
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N=100

p , where the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the Ca-coordi-

nates between the predicted model and the crystal structure model is normalized by the number of amino acid (N) of the protein.

When the prediction was performed from single/multi sets of experimental data and native-like models could be identifies by their

score rank, the top 1% scoring models (10) were selected for the subsequent Rosetta refinement – regardless of the selected set

included non-native-like models. When the prediction was performed from EM data only, the top 10 folds were selected.

Integral Membrane Protein Structure Refinement Using Combined Experimental Restraints and Rosetta
Rosetta was used to add loop regions and side chains to the model, and refine with a high-resolution scoring function. The protocol

for the Rosetta refinement was modified to incorporate multiple experimental data. All computational protocol and command docu-

mentation mentioned in this section are referred to in Supplemental Text.

As Rosetta uses fragments from a structural database tomodel local sequence bias, the fragment search excluded fragments from

structures that are homologous to Rhodopsin. In the case of NMR data incorporation, fragment search was performed using back-

bone CS information to select for fragment with preferable backbone torsion angles (Vernon et al., 2013). For each of themodels from

the previous BCL stage, 500 models were sampled using Rosetta’s cyclic coordinate descent algorithm (Canutescu and Dunbrack,

2003) to build loops and remodel TMHs. Further atomic detail refinement was carried out using Rosetta’s ‘‘relax’’ application (Leaver-

Fay et al., 2011) once for each of the 500 model. A TMH definition file is used for the placement of a virtual membrane encompassing

each input model for membrane environment evaluations. When EM experimental data was used, additional electron density scoring

terms were turned on (Dimaio et al., 2009). In the case of distance restraints from NMR, a bounded penalty potential fðxÞwas used to

discourage sampling of conformations that are inconsistent with the experimental data. For each distance restraint, an upper (ub) and

a lower boundary (lb) are provided by the user (Table S1). If the measured distance of xÅ fulfills the criterion lb%x%ub, ;if x is outside

the boundary, a score penalty would be given: if x % lb, fðxÞ =
�
x � lb

sd

�2

; if ub % x % ub + rswitch*sd, fðxÞ =
�
x � ub

sd

�2

; if ub +

rswitch*sd % x, fðxÞ = 1

sd
ðx� ðub + rswitch � sdÞÞ +

�
rswitch � sd

sd

�2

, where the rswitch term is set to default of 0.5. The distance

restraints from EPR DEER measurements (Table S2) are treated with a knowledge-based potential as detailed in (Hirst et al., 2011).

The score terms were linearly combined with respective weighting to compute the total Rosetta energy score. The RMSD100 relative

to the ‘native’ structure was used to quantify the prediction accuracy. The RMSD100 specific to the TMH region was computed by

limiting the comparison of Ca-coordinates to residues in the predicted TMHs. Inspection of the models and their depiction was per-

formed using Pymol (Schrödinger, 2015).
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